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1. Welfare goals set
Following an initiative by Denmark’s recently
appointed Minister for Food, Dan Jørgensen,
a ‘Pig Welfare Summit’ was held during March
and was attended by a wide range of stakeholder interests. These included Denmark’s
leading animal welfare campaigners, Dyrenes
Beskyttelse (Animal Protection) and Dyrenes
Venner (Animals’ Friends), Landbrug & Fødevarer (Danish Agriculture & Food Council),
representatives of Denmark’s veterinary
profession as well as leading retailers and
consumer groups.

Martin Merrild

Erik Larsen

The meeting concluded with the signing of
a formal declaration, whose purpose was to
ensure improved welfare for pigs, while also
helping the Danish pig industry to realise its
growth potential in the years ahead.
“We are delighted that the parties have
succeeded in reaching a broad agreement,
which will secure even higher pig welfare
standards in Denmark. At the same time, it
recognises that Danish pig production should
achieve the economic growth that Danish
society wants. The agreement underpins
our future work by finding solutions to some
of the major challenges of pig production,”
said Martin Merrild, DAFC Chairman.
Mr. Merrild said that the agreement is a
natural extension of the important work on
improved welfare that the industry, in partnership with scientists and the authorities,
has been engaged in over a number of years.
The agreement will set specific targets, with
immediate actions identified, in the following
areas:

Source: Danmark Statistik
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• Improve survival rates among piglets
• Encourage uptake of free-farrowing
systems for sows – at least 10% of sows
by 2020
• Find alternatives to castration of male
piglets without anaesthetic by 2018 latest
• Reduce numbers of tail-docked piglets
• Lower incidence of stomach ulcers in
both sows and finishing pigs

In addition, a major project for new housing
design will focus on welfare considerations.
The meat industry and retail trade will also
provide consumers with more information
and greater choice of higher welfare products.
Martin Merrild continued, “It is only in the
interests of our farmers that we continue to
improve piglet survival rates and try to find
sustainable solutions for a number of the
challenges that pig production is facing. First
and foremost, this will lead to higher welfare
standards, but it’s also crucial that we producers are as skilled as possible at what we
do so that in the long-term we can increase
exports and protect the jobs of those employed in agriculture and food production.”
Erik Larsen, Chairman of the Danish Pig
Research Centre, is another who views the
agreement as a positive step along the road
to improved welfare and competitiveness
of Danish pig production.
”We’ve already come far in a number of areas.
Levels of piglet mortality have fallen and we
can see the effects of the work we’ve already
done. Together with our partners in this agreement, we have high hopes that we can create
even stronger pig production in Denmark,
for which there is widespread support.”
The new welfare agreement was widely
reported in the trade press:
• Pig World
• The PigSite
• The MeatSite
• Pig International
• Global Meat News
• Meat Management
Danish pig production was virtually unchanged during 2013 at just over 29 million
pigs, however, exports of weaners increased
to 9.6 million heads. Exports of pig meat
from Denmark fell to just over 1.9 million
tonnes. Although sales to China, Russia and
Poland increased, exports to the UK and
most other EU markets declined.

2. Spring at last

Source: AHDB Market Intellegence

Source: Agrosoft

Following a weak market during the early
weeks of 2014, UK prices settled at around
the 160p per kg mark during March. This
followed a marked recovery in prices in
most EU markets, primarily driven by lower
pig supplies and better demand for pig meat
as the weather improved. The negotiations
between the EU and Russian veterinary
authorities on the possible reopening of
the market to EU pig meat remained deadlocked. With the current political difficulties between Russia and the EU, any early
resolution of the dispute seems unlikely.
Reports suggested that the price of meat
in Russia had increased dramatically in the
absence of EU supplies, although there was
evidence that the Russian authorities were
poised to lift previous import restrictions on
supplies from the US and Brazil.
The access problems to the Russian market
had been a key factor in depressing EU pig
prices in the early weeks of the year, but
the rapid spread of the highly contagious
Porcine Epidemic Diarrhoea Virus (PEDV)
across the US and over the Canadian border
has already had an impact on the availability
of US pig meat for export. It is estimated that
5 million piglets have already been lost since
the outbreak of the epidemic in mid-2013.
The latest US pig census (March) already
indicated a 3% drop in the US pig herd compared to the previous year. The uncertainty
regarding future supplies of US pigs was
described as the ‘wild card’ for the global
pork market in 2014, in the latest Pork
Quarterly Report issued by Rabobank.
The Deadweight Average Pig Price (DAPP)
has been the standard GB pig price reporting
mechanism for ten years and is widely used
as a benchmark to set contract prices for pig
producers in Britain. The DAPP was based
on information provided to BPEX by processors. In January, both Cranswick and Karro
declined to participate in DAPP reporting,
because of concerns that the system was
increasingly lacking in transparency, given
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that the larger number of higher welfare pigs
was tending to inflate the price of standard
pigs.
BPEX announced that a new GB APP (GB
All Pigs Price) price would be introduced
from mid-April and would run in tandem
with the DAPP for a trial period of six months.
It would be based on a similar specification
to the DAPP but the data would be collected
from sellers rather than buyers and would
be reported two weeks after the pigs were
killed.
In addition, BPEX would publish a GB SPP
(GB Standard Pig Price). The data for the
price of standard commercial pigs, based on
information reported by processors, with
the results published one week after the
pigs are slaughtered.
BPEX reported growing optimism among
producers, with the publication of their
annual Confidence Survey. Despite the
improvement in profitability, BPEX have
previously reported that they do not expect
any significant expansion of the UK breeding
herd in 2014.
However, domestic pig slaughterings and
pig meat production will show a modest
increase in the coming year, as productivity
will continue to improve. It was forecast
that the UK breeding herd would rise from
412,000 sows currently to 425,00 by 2015.
Recent data from Agrosoft confirmed the
recent improvements in efficiency recorded
by British producers. For the key efficiency
measure of ‘pigs weaned per sow year’,
the average has now risen to 23 pigs, with
over 25 pigs now being recorded by indoor
producers. Despite the steady increase
in recent years, British producers still lag
behind most of their EU competitors, with
Holland recording 28 pigs and Denmark
over 29 pigs weaned per sow year.

3. To stun or not to stun?
During February, the Danish Minister of Agriculture and Food, Dan
Jørgensen, announced that the practice of slaughtering animals
without prior stunning would be banned in Denmark. The announcement was made as part of the new Minister’s pro-animal welfare
remit and he supported the decision with the claim that “animal rights
come before religion”. The Minister said that, although non-stun
slaughter of animals had not taken place in Denmark for many years,
the action taken would ensure that it would not take place in future.
EU legislation prohibits non-stun slaughter but Member States may
make an exception for Muslim (Halal) or Jewish (Shechita) methods
of slaughter.
The decision aroused predictable hostility from Muslim and Jewish
interests and most UK press comment was critical of the Danish
decision. The UK still permits slaughter according to Muslim and
Jewish methods of slaughter without stunning.

Dan Jørgensen

•
•
•
•

Daily Mail
Independent
Daily Express
Guardian

The British Veterinary Association renewed its calls for a ban on
non-stun slaughter of animals but, as reported in the Daily Mail and
Independent, PM David Cameron gave assurances to both Jewish
and Muslim audiences that he had no wish to ban religious slaughter
methods.
The RSPCA and other campaign groups have also called for requirements for meat labels to indicate the method of slaughter used.
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4. Battle lines drawn?
Speculation has run rife in the press in recent weeks that a major
‘price war’ was about to break out in the UK grocery sector. The
pressures on many of the leading supermarket groups came to the
fore during February and March as they continued to struggle in
what has essentially become a flat market place.
Since the arrival of the economic downturn five years ago, many
factors have conspired to put pressure on the market for food
purchased via the traditional supermarket model.
Consumers have become increasingly ‘savvy’ in their passionate quest
for ‘value for money’. Many more have become far more astute in
seeking out bargains and adopting more promiscuous and ‘segmented’ shopping habits. This has been the major factor behind the
astonishing growth of discounters, such as Aldi and Lidl but, perhaps
more remarkably given the economic climate, Waitrose have grown
strongly and continued to outperform the market in recent years.
Other factors, such as consumers wasting less food and turning to
online food shopping in greater numbers, have also added to the
pressures on the more traditional retail formats
Declining sales and profits at Morrisons attracted many headlines in
recent weeks. It was also widely reported that Asda and Tesco were
already sharpening their knives for the difficult battles ahead. And
Sainsbury, who have performed impressively in the difficult market
circumstances in recent years, declared their first ‘like for like’ decline
in sales since 2005.
In his presentation at the City Food Lecture in February, Bookers
CEO, Charles Wilson, referred to the supermarkets as the ‘tortoises’
rather than the ‘hares’ in the current food market and challenged
food suppliers to invest in the growing sectors of the food market
such as foodservice, convenience stores, discounters and online.
And, finally, BHS re-entered the food grocery market in March with
the opening of its first convenience food hall within an existing BHS
outlet – with the promise of a further openings in up to 150 of its
retail estate.
All this speculation above will undoubtedly have caused a degree of
trepidation further down the food supply chain - ‘never a dull moment’
has become ‘business as usual’ in the UK grocery market.
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5. Keep calm and ….
The almost daily diet of scary headlines, highlighting the dangers of
eating meat, has continued unabated in recent weeks.
The BBC News reported on a new US study suggesting that cutting
down on eating grilled, fried or barbecued meat could reduce the
risk of developing Alzheimer’s disease in old age.
The Independent quoted scientists from the University of California
who said that eating protein rich foods such as meat and eggs was
equivalent to “smoking 20 cigarettes a day”.
The Daily Mail reported new research from Japan that a vegetarian
diet had very beneficial effects in reducing high blood pressure.
Not forgetting the latest research from University College London,
as reported in the Express, recommending that the ‘Five a Day’
advice to eat more fruit and vegetables should morph into a ‘Seven
a Day’ campaign, with special emphasis on vegetables in order to
“halve risk of an early death”
However, the Telegraph gave courteous mention to some recent
research from Cambridge University, which suggested that there
was no scientific support for guidelines restricting consumption of
saturated fat in order to reduce coronary heart disease.
So when you’ve digested that lot, may we respectfully suggest that
you heed the advice of the Meat Advisory Panel who have the
audacity to suggest that “Consumed as part of a balanced diet, lean
red meat can make an important contribution to health and wellbeing throughout life by contributing a variety of nutrients to the
diet which includes protein, iron, zinc and B vitamins, particularly
vitamin B12.”
…or, put another way, “Keep calm and carry on”.
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6. Do it for Denmark
The birth rate is declining in Denmark and Spies Travel have a solution
– “Do it for Denmark”.
Apparently, 10% of Danish children are conceived abroad and, in a
recently launched promotion, the company are offering a three year
supply of ‘baby stuff’ and a free ‘child friendly’ holiday to couples
who can prove that their child was conceived during a Spies ‘City
Break’. An irresistible offer, surely!
Check out the promotion on this link.
P.S. This promotion was not launched on 1st April.
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Special Feature :
A seasonal food invasion
New Nordic cuisine has come a long way in the ten years since René
Redzepi and Claus Meyer opened Noma, which held the “World’s
Best Restaurant” title from 2010-2012. For “Nordic” read Danish
– it may have swept across Norway, Sweden and Finland since but
the movement has its roots in Denmark. It is all about the imaginative
use of local, seasonal produce with attention to interesting and
innovative combinations of flavours, textures and aromas.

Kasper Fogh Hansen and Claus Henriksen

Claus Meyer explains: “[It] is not a declaration of war against Thai food,
Mexican mole or sushi. It is not a crusade against pizza. We don’t
feel any affinity with nationalistic ideas. We just think that food from
our region deserves to have a voice in the choir of the world’s other
great cuisines.”
Denmark’s official website even has a section dedicated to the cuisine.
Meanwhile, the not-for-profit Nordic Food Lab, established in 2008,
works to “investigate deliciousness and its systems” and promotes
Nordic ideals on a daily basis. (“What we’re eating: bibimbop, kimchi,
fermented shrimp paste, seaweed soup, omelette” – April 1).
The London-based Guild of Food Writers recently held a highly
successful workshop at the Waitrose Cookery School with the backing
of the Danish Agriculture and Food Council and the Food Organisation of Denmark (FOOD), an organisation established to further
Nordic food and gastronomy. Kasper Fogh Hansen, the Communication Director of FOOD, explained the importance of the Nordic food
revolution to Denmark and its economy and how Denmark is now a
“must” on the itinerary of young chefs looking for fresh inspiration.
“Although overall employment in Denmark has fallen since 2008,
Denmark’s restaurant sector created 5,000 new jobs last year,” said
Kasper Fogh Hansen. “Overseas visitors now spend more than the
locals at Danish restaurants and one in three tourists visits Denmark
with the intention of eating at a particular restaurant. In other words,
Copenhagen is the fastest growing “big city” destination in Europe,
with a 12% increase in visitor numbers in the last three years.”
The evening was also supported by Danish Crown, who presented
their specially selected beef produced in the company’s ‘Gold Room’
– ’Guldrummet’ and a new range of Nordic quality charcuterie (Æra).
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Special Feature :
A seasonal food invasion continued
Mikkeller Brewery, represented by their founder, Mikkel Borg Bjergsø,
presented a range of their specially crafted beers. Mikkel, who now
exports beer to 40 countries, spoke of his mission to get beer accepted
as a worthy accompaniment to fine dining. He already makes beers
for the Noma restaurant.
Among the highlights of the workshop was a five-course dinner
prepared by award-winning chef Claus Henriksen, the first sous-chef
from Noma to leave the restaurant. He now runs Dragsholm Slot, in
North West Zealand, an hour’s drive from Copenhagen, and works
with local dairies, farmers, brewers and meat producers. The food
sampled included such sublime dishes as thinly layered apples and
smoked speck, Limfjord oysters in mussel juice and veal shanks served
with tiny cabbages and parsley with ramson. Each course was matched
with a specialist beer from Copenhagen’s Mikkeller craft brewery
(the apples and speck came with a sluice of “Årh Hvad Wild Ale”).
“Last night, I had one of the best meals of my life...” enthused Guild
Member, Jenny Hammerton, in her Silverscreen Suppers blog.
A full report of the evening appears on the Guild of Food Writers
website and video.

Mikkel Borg Bjergsø
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If further confirmation is needed that Nordic cuisine travels well, it’s
the news that the whole Noma operation is taking up a two month
residency next year at the Kikunoi restaurant in Kyoto, Japan, during
the refurbishment of the Copenhagen restaurant

